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Abstract

In this work, we aim to study the effect of weather conditions on the sales

of the FMCG market. For this purpose, we have collected an extensive

dataset consisting of weekly category sales of over 1000 stores in the Czech

Republic for years 2015 to 2017, coupled with various meteorological vari-

ables for over 80 different weather stations. We introduce a novel approach

to analysis, using tree-based machine learning algorithms. These flexible

non-parametric methods can estimate complex relationships as well as per-

forming an automatic variable selection. Both of those attributes are critical

in our work, as the final dataset consists of over 130 variables. The central

point of this thesis is to either conclude there is only a negligible relation-

ship or to provide a model with robust performance and explainable results.

We manage to show a significant sales reactions based on changing weather

conditions for three top-selling categories, producing a model that signific-

antly outperforms both benchmarks, lasso regression and tree-based model

trained on non-meteorological variables only. Ultimately we present two

conclusions, firstly that linear regression, a commonly used methodology in

similar studies, is not a suitable approch for modeling the weather effects

and secondly that the weather variables significantly enhance the demand

planning.



Abstrakt

Účelem této práce je studium efektu počaśı na prodeje na FMCG trhu. Pro

tento účel jsme připravili rozsáhlý soubor dat, skládaj́ıćı se z týdenńıch údaj̊u

o prodej́ıch výrobk̊u po kategoríıch za v́ıce než 1000 obchod̊u v České Repub-

lice v letech 2015 až 2017, společně s údaji o meteorologických podmı́nkách

posb́ıraných z v́ıce než 80 stanic. V této práci představujeme novou př́ıstup

k této analýze, a to použit́ı model̊u založených na rozhodovaćıch stromech.

Tyto flexibilńı neparametrické metody jsou schopné odhadovat komplexńı

vztahy a automaticky vyb́ırat d̊uležité proměnné. Vzhledem k tomu, že

model pracuje s v́ıce něž 130 proměnnými, jsou obě tyto vlastnosti pro náš

účel kritické. Hlavńım ćılem této práce je bud’ prokázat že efekt počaśı je

na prodej dané kategorie minimálńı, nebo připravit robustńı model s inter-

pretovatelnými výsledky. Na 3 největš́ıch kategoríıch produkt̊u ukazujeme

výraznou reakci prodej̊u na měńıćı se meteorologické podmı́nky, a prezen-

tujeme model který významně překonává výsledky obou základńıch model̊u,

regresi metodou lasso a regresńı strom vytrénovaný na datech bez údaj̊u o

počaśı. Nakonec představujeme dva závěry, za prvé, že lineárńı regrese, v

podobných studíıch běžně už́ıvaná metodologie, neńı vhodným postupem pro

modelováńı efekt̊u počaśı a za druhé, že meteorologické proměnné výrazně

obohacuj́ı plánováńı poptávky.
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Topic Analysis of Weather Effect on Sales in

the Czech FMCG Market

Research question and motivation:

The main goal of this thesis is to analyse the relationship between weather

conditions (approximated by different variables such as temperature, precip-

itation or pressure) and the sales of different categories of products in the

Czech Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) market. While for certain

product categories this relationship seems to be obvious (e.g. sun protec-

tion, soft-drinks, or ice cream), it has not been yet empirically proven and

described. Thus, in our research, I would like to identify categories where

the effect is substantial and then proceed with the specification of favourable

and adverse terms, as well as quantification of their impact. The results of

this analysis can be then used in the sales forecasting and short-term cat-

egory planning, as well as ex-post analysis of the sudden changes Available

performance indicators (such as a significant fall in market share).

Contribution:

Including a relevant weather-base information to a model of sales can signi-

ficantly increase [1] the accuracy of the resulting predictions. Apart from the

benefit to the accuracy, I expect this inclusion to refine the interpretability

of such a model. The literature on this topic is limited, and the Available pa-

pers usually consider much lower granularity and/or scale of data, e.g. data

from only one store [2], aggregate data on country level [3], or a specific

category of soft drinks [4]. Therefore, my contribution would be in filling

the gap in the overall analysis of the weather effects in one (Czech) whole

market, while keeping the store-level detail of our data.



Methodology:

The data is provided by Nielsen AG, and it comprises of weekly data from

1500 stores in 400 categories throughout the time period of the years 2015

and 2016. In combination with data collected from local weather stations, I

believe the resulting dataset will provide an unprecedented level of granular-

ity that would allow me to identify the effect in question. After this merging

process, I would proceed with scaling the sales for each individual combin-

ation of store and category, in order to obtain comparable figures. The

final analysis would be performed by regression tree and Random Forest al-

gorithms. These methods provide a convenient way to measure the variable

importance and to define the specific favourable and adverse conditions for

each category.

Outline:

1. Introduction

2. Theoretical background

a. Czech FMCG market - overview

b. Weather and its effect on consumer behaviour

3. Data description and methodology

4. Analysis

5. Results

6. Further discussion and recommendations
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1 Introduction

A market leader in performance management and the provider of one of our

datasets, Nielsen, was already approached by its clients several times with

a request for detailed study, that would precisely quantify the influence of

different weather variables (rain, temperature, humidity) on sales of various

categories of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG). Unfortunately, Nielsen

has never conducted such analysis on a larger scale.

The most similar report was done on aggregated provincial sales of one

minor retailer. As a matter of fact, after a discussion with Nielsen’s regional

analytical departments, we have realized that there is a serious lack of any

official methodology for such study.

The findings that products from beer category tend to be sold more on

warmer days would be, most likely, unsurprising, but the description of which

days can be considered ”warmer” and how large are the changes in sales can

be an essential enhancement for the planning of the retailers. This thesis

aims to propose a methodology of such analysis.

The most direct way to describe the FMCG market is to list the largest

retailers active in this area. In Czech Republic these are Kaufland, Albert

and Tesco in terms of general grocery and dm and Teta drogerie in drug

stores. Apart from these large chains (shops with more than 400m2 of selling

area) commonly called as Modern Trade, the FMCG market consists of a

large network of smaller convenience stores as well. These shops are either

independent or organized into banners (such as Žabka) and unions, e.g

Jednota České Budějovice. These smaller shops are generally known as

the Traditional Trade.

The FMCG products have very distinct characteristics, as they are typ-

ically either non-durable articles or high turnover products. These goods

tend to be sold in high quantity at lower costs and margins and since the

selling areas of the stores are very limited and the costs of extensions are

significant, these product attributes are posing a substantial challenge for

supply chain management.
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Because of these specific conditions, everything in FMCG business is

about careful planning. To successfully sell the products, retailers need to

have the right goods at the right place and time and at the right price.[24]

This problematic covers several general areas. To know the right products,

the retailers need to understand the customers and their shopping patterns.

The tools used to discover these connections range from loyalty analytics

(processing the data from loyalty programs) to consumer research (conduct-

ing focus groups and questionnaires). However, the consumers are not able

to buy if the shelves are empty, putting extreme strain on logistics. The

retailers need to be able to not only keep their warehouse full but to secure

a continuous process of shelf refill during the opening hours.

Additionally, if the price of your products is not competitive, if your store

is at inadequate location (rival shops being closer to essential transport hubs

for example), or if you are not prepared for a peek in demand, you will not be

able to sell the goods in your store, efficiently loosing twice, as the customers

are most likely able to switch stores very smoothly and the significant share

of whatever excess supplies you have left in your store at the end of the day

will perish before you have another opportunity to sell.

The FMCG retailers, therefore, need to be vigorous planners. To ensure

the long-term profitability, every resource needs to be utilized as efficiently

as possible. While the long-term contracts with manufacturers are binding

and immutable, the deliveries to the stores need be carefully scheduled.

Should the retailer expect a spike in sales, it can use its stocks of more

durable goods (beer, canned food) to support the stores existing inventory.

To ensure proper shelf refilling and fluid flow at the cashiers, it can quickly

mobilize an increased number of employees. Ultimately, it can lower the

prices of strategic (broad affinity) products to lure in more customers.

The key to the efficient business operation in FMCG market is therefore

precise forecasting of demand. Since the surges raised by the traditional

bank holidays, such as Christmas and Easter, are already well described and

their effects included into every retailer’s plan, the attention is turning to-
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wards additional variables affecting the demand. A prominent phenomenon

expected to influence the sales of FMCG are weather conditions, an area

that is still mostly unexplored territory. The access to such findings would

allow the retailer to effectively ”outrun” the competition, by throwing an

unexpected promotion campaign and assembling its resources.

For this purpose, we propose a novel approach. Firstly, the previous re-

search in this area was conducted on severely limited datasets. Such data

were limited in the number of periods, spanning across several weeks only,

the variability of points of sales (POS), considering only one or several stores,

number of meteostations or periodicity (monthly granularity). Cooperation

with Nielsen, we have managed to secure an extensive sales dataset, consist-

ing of weekly category sales per store from years 2015 to 2017. Secondly,

we were able to discover a method to get a detailed weather data. After

running an extensive API campaign (10 days continuous usage of 25 keys

in two parallel processes) we have acquired daily weather variables for more

than 80 different locations in the Czech Republic. Last but not least, we

propose using the tree-based learning algorithms to handle such volume of

data.

This thesis is structured in the following way. Firstly, we review exist-

ing literature and research on the topic of using weather data as an input

for sales analysis with a focus on FMCG sales in section Literature Re-

view. Secondly, we discuss the expected data and explain the predicted

transformations in section Data. Afterward, we present a discussion of the

conventional regression techniques, including ordinary least squares (OLS)

and elastic net as well as neural networks, a more modern method, in section

Methodology. After this theoretical introduction, we discuss the actual data

transformations, that were used in the preparation of the final dataset, and

present the exploratory data analysis and model specifications in section

Analysis. Ultimately we show the model performance and interpretation

in section Results and summarise the methodology and its implications in

section Final Discussion.
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2 Literature review

In this chapter, we present an examination of existing literature and re-

search. Since the proposed approach is Classification and regression trees

(CART), we first review the past usage of tree-based techniques in predic-

tions. We follow up with a summary of papers considering weather variables

as a predictor of sales across various markets. In the last section, we then

focus on FMCG sales specifically.

2.1 Predictions using CART algorithms

As the volume of collected data surges and the data sources are opening up,

it is easier than ever to assemble a vast data pool for almost any kind of

research. As a consequence, some of the commonly used techniques are no

longer applicable, at least not without thorough preparations. The examina-

tion of new methodologies to handle and analyze such data is therefore very

active. One of these new methods and the algorithm proposed in this thesis

is tree-based learning. The following articles helped us with this decision,

advocating for the simplicity of CART or demonstrating the outperformance

of the tree models.

In Irimia-Dieguesz[17], the authors examine the performance of logistic

regression and CART in Failure models. These models are used to predict

whether a given entity fails or not, by fail we usually understand a legal

person going bankrupt in the economic context. Their data set consisted of

25 variables, varying from financial ratios to family ownership. Their work

shows that CART algorithm significantly outperforms the logistic regression,

very likely due to non-linear nature of the relationship in the model.

In the paper by Andriyashin[2], the usage of the CART in finance is

discussed. Once again, a very high performance of tree-based learning is

demonstrated, this time in portfolio optimization task. The author presents

a very interesting idea, that regression tree estimating a very complex rela-

tionship can grow very deep, hampering the interpretability of such model.

To overcome this issue, it is proposed to cut the target variable into intervals
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and treat them as a class, training a decision instead of a regression tree.

Unfortunately, the choice of how to split the numerical variables can be more

intricate than the result interpretation.

A prediction of electricity consumption is presented by Tso.[36] The au-

thors compare the accuracy and variable selection of stepwise regression,

regression tree, and neural network. The dataset collected for this study

consists of 17 variables describing the households. In the end, the neural

network and CART both outperform the stepwise model. While not dis-

cussed in the paper, one additional disadvantage of the stepwise model is

expected, the training time. Since the network consists of only one hidden

layer and since the tree is grown only once, the time to estimate 217 models

can be significantly larger, especially for larger datasets.

2.2 Weather as predictor

After finding support for our intention of using the CART, we review the

past usage of weather variables as predictors of sales across diverse markets.

This approach is widespread especially in the electricity market, where these

effects are expected to be very significant (heating, transportation).

Engle[9] analyzes the electricity consumption of 4 cities in the USA. In

this study, nonparametric regression using cubic splines is used to determine

the relationship between the temperature and monthly electricity demand.

In this work, the daily weather data are aggregated in the following way:

firstly, the temperature is divided into several intervals by a step of 10◦F

(e.g. 0 - 10◦F)1 and then for each range, the number of days in given month

with a temperature that falls inside is counted, generating new variable for

each interval. Unfortunately, no other weather metrics are included in this

work. While the presented results look promising, we would like to point

out that in our opinion the temperature aggregation is very rudimental.

The choice of the intervals is not discussed, and the authors do not present

any evidence, that people perceive these rounded splits (10◦F, 20◦F)2 with

1from ≈ −17.8◦C to ≈ −12.2◦C
2≈ −12.2◦C and ≈ −6.7◦C respectively
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a higher emphasis. Apart from this artificial definition of the intervals, a

simple count of days omits a significant share of the details in the original

data.

Mirasgedis et al.[22] present a study of electricity demand forecasting

in Greece. The authors were able to collect impressive datasets of the total

hourly electric load of Greek interconnected power system from 1993 to 2002

and weather variables from numerable meteostations for the same period.

The weather features used in the model were temperature and relative hu-

midity, with wind speed, precipitation, and solar radiation deemed not stat-

istically significant. Because the consumption data were reported on the

total country level, the meteorological data were aggregated in the following

way: a number of regions and their representative meteostation was selected,

and the weighted average of the measured weather variables was taken with

weights being the electrical consumption during the last five years in the re-

gion. This approached was tested for two and five different areas, with more

granular segmentation not improving the model results significantly. Such

aggregation methodology seems to be much more elaborate than the one

used by Engel, discussed in the previous paragraph. Other domain specific

variables were calculated based on these two selected, such as heating degree

days (a difference between the reference temperature and the real temper-

ature, zero if negative), which was tested for several reference temperature

levels (the final choice, 18.5◦C, seems realistic). Afterward, a multiple linear

regression (MLR) model was used for prediction, incorporating an autore-

gressive structure of the error.

Apart from usage in modeling the energy markets, the weather variables

are being used in various other fields, such as agriculture. Powell[27] ana-

lyzes how the extreme weather affects the crop yields in the Netherlands. In

this study, the authors consider only temperature, evaporation and precipit-

ation, trying to identify the extreme values among meteorological data from

2003 to 2012 from 35 weather stations. These severe events are determined

using absolute and relative thresholds, the levels being 32◦C and above and
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10◦C and bellow for temperature, above 5 mm evaporation, or above 10 mm

precipitation for the absolute method. For the relative method, a weather

data for the period of 109 years for one meteostation (in the center of the

Netherlands) were used to identify daily 95% and 5% quantile. Any value

above or below this values respectively was classified as extreme. Apart from

these extreme events, the daily averages of temperature and precipitation are

included in the model. To merge the weather and crop datasets, each farm is

assigned the closest meteostation. Ultimately, only the most critical (when

the crop is the most vulnerable) weeks of July and August were analyzed

using MLR.

Another sector that is significantly affected by the weather is recreation

and sports industry. It is perhaps not very surprising that the number of

visitors of skiing resorts will be profoundly affected by the meteorological

conditions. Shih[30] analyzes the relationship between daily sales of lift tick-

ets and weather variations at two resorts in the USA over a period of 8

and 18 years. The season was divided into peak and off-peak periods and

both were analyzed separately. The weather variables used were temperat-

ure, snow depth, snowfall and wind chill. These meteorological figures were

collected from the stations closest to each resort as well as two additional

stations from southern (more populous) areas. While all three variables of

the local meteostations were found significant in the MLR model, effects of

the variables collected from supplementary meteostations were not proved

to be substantial.

2.3 Using weather for FMCG

After reviewing the general use of weather variables as predictors, we now

focus on FMCG market. Agnew[1] shows an overall summary of this market

in the UK. The weather effects on the industry as a whole, as well as results

of various other, more focused studies, are reviewed. The lack of research in

this area is discussed, claiming it was never explored in any comprehensive

way (by 1995). In conclusion, the authors strongly recommend and propose
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further, more thorough investigation of weather conditions on the FMCG

market.

Steele[32] presents one of such analysis on daily sales of one store for seven

weeks before Easter from 1940 to 1948. First of all, the way how weather

affects the sales of FMCG products are discussed. These include inconveni-

ence or even prevention (in extreme cases) of going to store because of the

severe weather conditions, psychological effects (changing shopping habits)

and different desirability of some products in various types of weather. The

meteorological dataset is daily and contains precipitation, snow depth, tem-

perature, wind speed and overcast. The MLR model was then trained on

two subsets, consisting of years when the Easter is early and late. In the

early Easter model, the snow depth was found to be the most influential

factor, while in the late season the main effect was precipitation. The coef-

ficient of determination (R squared) of the ensemble of these two models is

88%, which is an excellent result. On the other hand, the data scope is very

limited by using the data for a low number of periods (several weeks of the

year) and one store. Therefore the reported effects might be applicable only

for individual cases, such as particular type or location of the store.

Parson[26] analyzes the effect of maximum temperature, precipitation,

hours of sunshine and relative humidity on the number of shoppers. Col-

lecting daily data from September 1995 to February 1996, the author uses

stepwise MLR to decompose this relationship. The best performing model

was found by removing sunshine and humidity variables. In the model inter-

pretation, it is shown that both, rainfall and higher maximum temperatures

have an adverse effect on the number of shoppers. When the range of both

variables is taken into account, the temperature has higher potential to dis-

courage the customers from visiting the stores (between 10% and 26% of

the daily shoppers, for the days with the most and least visits). Afterward,

the study limitations are discussed, first of all, the number of people visiting

stores might not closely reflect the number of actual shoppers. Secondly, no

promotion activity was taken into the account. Ultimately, the possibility of
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the analyzed effects being completely reverse is considered, e.g. in Sydney

the number of visitors increases with higher temperature because of the free

air conditioning.

Star-McCluer[31] examines the monthly fluctuation of the retail sales.

The weather dataset ranges from 1967 to 1998 and consists of the number of

heating and cooling days, figures that are calculated similarly to Mirasgedis

2006, using 65◦F (≈ 18.3◦C) as the threshold. The MLR shows significant

effects of these variables on department stores, on the other hand, these

coefficients are insignificant in case of grocery stores. Even the results of the

subsequent quarterly analysis are mostly inconclusive. Our hypothesis is,

that these unconvincing results are mainly due to the low detail of the data,

having only monthly total sales can result in too substantial loss of detail.

Murray[23] affirm the claims made by Agnew[1], stating the even in

2008, the attention spent on studies considering weather effects on consumer

spending is still insufficient. Therefore the aim of this work is a broader and

more structured approach to this problematic. This work is divided into

three parts, analysis of the spending, survey of how weather affects mood and

study focused on whether exposure to the sun lamp light improves the mood.

For the first part (most relevant for our purpose), the authors collected a

dataset consisting of 6 years daily sales of one store (specialised in tea and

similar products) and joined them with various weather variables (including

information about temperature, rainfall, snowfall, humidity, wind direction,

wind speed, pressure and sunlight). The model used in this part was linear

mixed effect model, with the daily level being nested within months. While

all of the variables except for snowfall were found significant at 5% level, no

discussion of the accuracy or variance explained by the model is provided.

The other two parts, while indeed interesting, are focused on processing the

questionnaires, concentrating on specific variables, most notably hours of

sunshine, and their effects on the mood of the participants and therefore are

not as relevant for our work.
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Mirasgedis 2014[21] contemplates the effects of weather on sales of non-

alcoholic drinks. Based on the previous work, the author discusses perhaps a

slightly unexpected connection between the sales of soft drinks and precipita-

tion, mainly caused by the fact that these products are commonly consumed

outdoors. On the other hand, the original study claims that these effects on

the total annual sales are still negligible compared to non-climatic factors.

The authors prepare a dataset of monthly sales of one of the leading soft-

drinks brands in Greece for a period from 2002 to 2011. The weather figures

were collected from the Athens weather station and aggregated using means,

except for precipitation which was summed up. MLR models were used to

analyze each product category in this data (carbonated waters, juices, etc.),

resulting in R squared in an interval of 70% to 90%. The temperature re-

mained significant predictor for every category, while other variables had

only casual effects in at least of one the groups.

Zanders[44] attempts to use weather variables not only to describe the

effects on demand but to enhance a more complex model used for sales fore-

casting. For this purpose, meteorological data from 2011 to 2015 from 37

different stations across the Netherlands were collected from the Royal Neth-

erlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI). These variables include weekly

wind speed, precipitation, temperature, sunshine duration. Unfortunately,

no methodology of how were the weather facts aggregated3 is provided. Col-

lected figures are then deseasonalized to keep only the deviations and exclude

seasonality, that is already included as a separate variable. The effect of

weather is analyzed using stepwise linear regression. The weekly time series

of FMCG sales is decomposed, and three different techniques are presented

to predict the following periods. After this purely time series based forecast,

the weather effects are included, and the increase in prediction accuracy is

measured. The conclusion is, that just by adding the impact of the weather

3The KNMI provides access to annual, monthly or daily data (http://www.knmi.nl/nederland-

nu/klimatologie-metingen-en-waarnemingen). Therefore, to get the weekly period, the figures had to

be aggregated either by KNMI or by the authors.
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deviations the accuracy of such forecasts can be increased at least by a few

percentage points.

2.4 Summary

After reviewing the previous work, we conclude the key points. In the first

part, the performance of the CART was discussed. The research shows, that

tree-based learning is highly competitive, even compared to the neural net-

works that tend to outperform (in terms of accuracy) any other method. An

intriguing idea is presented by Andriyashin 2005, that using the CART for

classification (as opposed to regression) limits the size of the tree. We hypo-

thesize that this approach could help handle the outliers in the dependent

variable as well, on the other hand, the definition of the intervals that will

be regarded as classes is absolutely critical and potentially could be used to

bias the results in any way the author desires.

In the second and third, we compile the usage of weather as a predictor.

While this approach is most commonly used in analyzes of the energy mar-

kets, at least some research in other industries is trying to incorporate cli-

mate into the models as well. In case of FMCG, the work on the inclusion

of meteorology is still lacking. Firstly, all of the discussed works are nar-

rowly focused, either on a short period, sales of one brand, or one store, or

performance of the whole market. This is most likely due to the unavailab-

ility of FMCG data. Undeniably, the retailers are very protective of their

figures, as these provide them with additional sources of revenue. Secondly,

there is a surprising singularity of the models used to analyze the relation-

ship between the weather and sales. All of the authors have used multiple

linear regression, the only deviation is whether it is a plain, stepwise or (in

one case) mixed effect model. We understand, that these models are widely

described and have broad foundations in the econometric theory, unlike the

newer machine learning methods. On the other hand, perhaps, as suggested

by Vorlickova[38], removing the variable selection in data preprocessing and
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using a lasso or an elastic net algorithm to build the model could lead to

new insights.

In our work, we aim to extend the existing research in both of the dis-

cussed areas. The data used for our analysis consists of the weekly sales of

several categories across all stores of all the leading FMCG retailers in the

Czech Republic. Therefore, we do not sacrifice the detailed information in

any of the ways, we do not build a model to describe the sales of one store

or one brand, but a comprehensive analysis of how the weather affects the

market across the country in several product segments. Secondly, we aim to

abandon the assumption of linearity and explore the non-parametric models.

For this purpose, we chose tree-based learning as developed and described

in Breiman 1984[6] and random forest, a meta-learning wrapper around the

tree algorithms, described in Breiman 2001.[7]
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3 Data

For the purpose of this work, we are using two main sources of data, the

(FMCG) sales and meteorological dataset.

3.1 Sales dataset

The first dataset, we are using, contains FMCG sales figures provided by

Nielsen,4 a global information, data, and measurement company. The fig-

ures describe weekly sales of the leading retail chains in the Czech Republic

in years 2015 - 2017. The weekly detail is further divided into per store

information for 1312 different locations.

All data are aggregated at Nielsen category level, e.g. beer or sugar, for

all 508 audited categories. In summary, we are provided weekly, per store

category level sales for last three years, totaling to almost 55 million data

points. Such an extensive and detailed dataset offers a unique opportunity

to analyze the overall weather effects across several types of products.

The fact reported is sales value (amount of sales in Czech crowns) without

any information about the promotion activity. Arguably, given the high

promotion activity in the Czech Republic (more than 50% of all sales are

made while the goods are discounted)[25] it is very likely that the overall

promotion share in categories has only minor variability. To complement the

primary data file, we were provided a store reference file, connected with the

sales data via the store ID, containing store type, brand and location.

In order to prepare the sales data for the subsequent analysis, we trans-

form the sales facts in the following way: we divide the data into groups

based on unique combination of category and store identifier and scale the

sales as a percentage of a mean of each group. This allows us to comparison

change in sales across different store formats (supermarkets and hypermar-

kets), retailers and locations.

4Nielsen’s primary operation in the Czech Republic consists of collecting, processing and analyzing

the data from FMCG retailers. This thesis is a result of cooperation with Retail Analytics, a department

responsible for the development of new products and tools for retailers in CEE.
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3.2 Weather dataset

The meteorological data are collected and managed by several world organ-

izations, such as AccuWeather or Wunderground and by local national agen-

cies. Such agency in Czech Republic is Český Hydrometeorologický Ústav

(ČHMÚ). The commonly reported level is either daily or monthly figures

for historical data. Since we have weekly sales data, we are downloading

daily data and aggregating them on a weekly level. The offered channels of

a provision of historical data differ and while the world organizations tend

to offer API endpoints with limited free access, ČHMÚ provides the data

only based on previous application.

To ensure the highest possible accuracy when merging the weather fig-

ures with appropriate store location, we aim to construct a dense network

of weather stations. While it is not easy to automate the process of finding

such points, we have found out that almost every airport in the Czech Re-

public is collecting weather figures. Therefore, using United Nations’ ICAO

identification, we can prepare the expected locations in advance.

For the purpose of this work, we choose Wunderground as a data source.

To merge appropriately with Nielsen’s sales data, we need daily figures for

three years and all available airports. After filtering out the empty, singular

or duplicated (imperial and metric system) variables, the downloaded data

contain 24 weather facts, described in Table 1.

After handling the requests, we need to sum up the data to weekly level

to synchronize the periodicity with the sales dataset. Since these features

will make up most of our predictors, we understand that the aggregation

definition is critical. We are doing this process using five-number-summary

(first and third quartile, median, minimum and maximum) and mean of each

numerical variable, for the event variables this is a simple count (how many

days was it raining). The advantage of our approach is a minimal loss of in-

formation since we are replacing seven values (rows) with six new (columns).

On the other hand, these variables are likely to be heavily correlated. The

second reason why we choose this procedure is that the new factors allow us
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to observe various situations. While the weekly mean serves as the primary

indicator, the quartiles provide insights into whether the temperature (or

any other factor) needs to stay on some level for at least several days to

affect the sales.

Table 1: Daily weather variables

type of variable description measures

temperature temperature in degrees Celsius minimum, maximum, mean

dew point dewpoint in degrees Celsius minimum, maximum, mean

pressure pressure in hPa minimum, maximum, mean

wind speed wind speed in km/h minimum, maximum, mean

wind direction wind direction in degrees mean

visibility visibility in km minimum, maximum, mean

humidity humidity in % minimum, maximum, mean

events dummy variables fog, rain, snow, hail, thunder

3.3 Final dataset

After the transformation of sales dataset and aggregation of weather data,

we proceed with merging both sources into the final file. For each store, we

then run a process similar to the k-nearest neighborhood algorithm (for k =

1), looking for the closest weather station (airport) and assigning it’s ICAO

code to the store. Using this identifier, we can proceed with merging both

datasets. Thus the final dataset consists of more than one hundred variables

for every unique combination of the week, store and category.

Apart from the weather variables described in previously, the predictors

are week number (1 to 52, or 53 in 2015), month and special flags for the

week preceding, week after and the actual week for Easter and Christmas.

This is important as both of the holidays can happen in different weeks5 and

both are significantly influencing the sales. Additional classification of store

format (e.g. hypermarket) and brand (e.g. Albert) are included from the

store reference file.

5Even though the Christmas is switching only between the third and fourth week of December.
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4 Methodology

Our analysis is about determination and quantification of how different

weather conditions affect sales of FMCG products. The dependent vari-

able is category sales scaled with regard to the category sales of the same

store. Our expectation is that because of using several variables derived

from one original (summaries) we introduce high multicollinearity into our

dataset. In this section of our thesis, we discuss and ultimately choose an

algorithm, that is able to:

� perform an estimation of numerical target variable

� estimate a complex (nonlinear) relationship

� handle variable selection

� handle multicollinearity

� deliver interpretable results

4.1 Linear regression

Linear regression is most likely the first go-to model, and probably the first

model any person studying any form of data analysis encounters. It estimates

the relationship between dependent and independent variables in the form

of a function linear in parameters.

y = Xβ + u

y = dependent variable, n× 1

X = n× p matrix containing p independent variables

β = vector of coefficients, p× 1

u = error term, n× 1
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The typical estimation method, ordinary least squares (OLS), estimates

the relationship between dependent variable (y) and independent variables

(X) by solving an optimization problem of minimizing the sum of squares.

β̂ = argmin
β∈Rp

n∑
i

(yi −XT
i β)

2

n = number of observations

β̂ = coefficient estimations

The main disadvantage, for our purpose, is the assumption of the linear

relationship. Since our expectation is that the effects of weather variables

vary for different intervals (increase in wind speed having a disparate impact

for different temperature levels), we ought not to limit our analysis by such

premise. On the other hand, linear regression models are known as very

simple to interpret and quick to train.

However, this holds only for the low dimensional data. Since there is no

variable selection, in order to run this analysis we would need to estimate

and interpret 135 different coefficients, since OLS always provides non-zero

coefficients. This is without any interaction term (combination of two or

more variables), which are expected, as the perceived temperature is severely

affected by the wind speed for example. Another limiting factor is instability

of linear regression in case of high collinearity.[20] In summary, the linear

regression model fulfills only 2 out of 5 of our requirements and would very

likely result in a distorted interpretation of the weather effects.

4.2 Regularised regression

One possible way to overcome the last two mentioned issues of OLS is to

employ regularised regression methods. We discuss three most common tech-

niques: lasso, ridge regression and their combination, elastic net. They all

work in a very similar way, by including the values of the coefficients into

the objective function.
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In order to perform a variable selection, the lasso[34] method expands the

error function with a sum of absolute values of the coefficients.

β̂ = argmin
β∈Rp

n∑
i

(yi −XT
i β)

2 + λ
k∑
j

(|βj|)

The λ parameter serves as a scaling of the coefficients and regulates the

severity of regularisation. The method helps with limiting the number of

variables, keeping only the most important estimates of coefficients as non-

zero, therefore reducing overfitting and simplifying the interpretation. On

the other hand, lasso does not address the problem of multicollinearity, be-

cause it tends to choose single out of a group of highly correlated variables,

disregarding the rest.[38]

To overcome multicollinearity, ridge regression[16] does an expansion sim-

ilar to lasso, only changing the absolute values to squared ones.

β̂ = argmin
β∈Rp

n∑
i

(yi −XT
i β)

2 + λ
k∑
j

(β2
j )

Because of the squared penalization term, this approach does not completely

shrink individual estimates of coefficients to zero, only scaling them down,

therefore it is a more appropriate way to handle multi-collinearity. On

the other hand, for the very same reason, it is less powerful in variable

selection.[38]

Both lasso and ridge regression are addressing only one of the issues. To

handle both cases we can use an elastic net, which is a combination of both

approaches.[45]

β̂ = argmin
β∈Rp

n∑
i

(yi −XT
i β)

2 +
k∑
j

(λ1|βj|+ λ2β
2
j )

While this method is certainly more suited to analyze our dataset than a

simple OLS estimation, it is still not able to model more complex functions,

being limited to build models that are linear in parameters only.

The λ parameters in this equation (as well as in lasso and ridge regres-

sion) needs to be estimated as well. Since the value is data dependent, the

most common method of such estimation is to run cross-validation for many

different values and compare the errors.
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4.3 Neural Networks

Because of all the attention that AI and DeepLearning are getting nowadays,

it would be an oversight to omit the discussion of this approach completely.

It was able to overcome some of the most complex challenges we have given

the computers to solve so far, recognizing natural language and speech, per-

ceiving images, beating board games and even driving cars. After such

achievements, it might seem, that analyzing the weather ought to be very

simple.

The very first thing we need to realize is that neural network is not a single

algorithm. Unlike any other approach that we discuss in this thesis, unlike

any machine learning algorithm, a neural network is more of a framework

or a platform for conducting analyses. First of all, there are many different

kinds of neural networks. Included in Figure 1, there is a compilation of the

main types done by Azimov Institute.

Figure 1: Examples of various types of neural networks [37]

Even before the training stage, there is another process of actually build-

ing the network, where the decision of how many neurons (network’s ele-

mentary unit) and how many layers we build is only the first one. Including

unique layers (e.g. convolutional), or selection of the activation function(s)

can procedurally get extremely complex.[14]
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But the setup complexity is not the primary disadvantage. Neural net-

works are mainly a black box, being extremely hard to interpret since the

resulting decision is made based on a sum of linear combinations of the out-

puts of the last hidden layer, which are in fact each a function of sums of

linear combinations of the outputs of the previous layer. While this is an

active area of research,[4] so far no widely accepted solution is available. Be-

cause of this complexity and our need to have business explainable outcomes,

neural networks are a poor choice for our purpose.

4.4 CART

Classification and regression trees (CART) is a family of flexible algorithms,

that are able to analyze both categorical and numerical outcome variables.

Tree learning is based on dataset partitioning, splitting the original data

into more homogeneous subsets, based on if-else conditions (e.g. if X1 > 0).

There are several homogeneity metrics (splitting criterion), used by different

implementations of CART algorithms.

For categorical variables, there are two standard homogeneity metrics,

InfoGain and Gini impurity.6 InfoGain is a metric defined as a weighted

reduction of information entropy:[28]

E = −
J∑
i

pi ∗ log2 pi

E = information entrophy

pi = propotion of class i in data

J = number of classes in the data

IGk = Ek−1 −
S∑
s

ns

n
CEs

IGk = InfoGain obtained at split k

Ek−1 = entrophy of parent partition, E0 being the entrophy of the whole dataset

S = number of current splits

n = number of observations in data

ns = number of observations in split s

CEs = current entrophy in each partition s

6Not to be confused with Gini coefficient.
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Gini impurity is building on the following idea: if the observations were

labeled randomly, with regard to the proportions in the original dataset, and

we would be choosing the observations randomly, what is the probability

of having it classified correctly? For example, if the class proportion in

the original dataset is 60% of class 1 and 40% of class 2, we relabel them

randomly with regard to the corresponding probabilities (60% chance of

assigning class 1). Afterward, we observe the proportion of observations

that were correctly relabelled (new label is the same as the original one).

G =
J∑

i=1

pi
∑
k ̸=i

pk =
J∑

i=1

pi ∗ (1− pi)

This metric is then once again taking into the account the weighted decrease

in Gini impurity.[10]

For numerical variables, the most common splitting criterion is the de-

crease in sum of squares:

SSs =
ns∑

is=1

(yis − ȳs)
2

Ak = SSk−1 −
S∑
s

ns

n
SSs

SSs = current entrophy in each partition s

ȳs = mean value of dependent variable in partition s

SSk−1 = sum of squares of parent partition, SS0 being the sum of squares of the whole dataset

S = number of current splits

n = number of observations in data

ns = number of observations in split s

The two main implementations of the CART are C4.5 and recursive par-

titioning. Both are working with binary (two way) splits only. While C4.5

can be used only for classification (using InfoGain metric) and therefore is of

no use for our purpose, rpart (recursive partitioning) is able to handle both

classification (Gini impurity) and regression (ANOVA). The pseudocode of

this method is described in Algorithm 1.

One additional interesting topic is how rpart handles missing values. In

this case, the methodology recalls the other most helpful splitting points and

chooses the one that is based on a different variable (without missing data)
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Algorithm 1: RPART procedure

for each variable do

for each unique value do

evaluate splitting criterion

slice the data based on the best split

recursively apply RPART to each partition

and is the most similar to split these observations. These support splits are

called surrogate.[6]

CART algorithms, in general, are very flexible (being able to model com-

plex relationships), being able to handle variable selection automatically

(splitting on important variables), even reporting the overall variable import-

ance7, and multicollinearity (reported in variable significance and secondary

divisions). Another advantage is their interpretability, offering a simple list

of if-else statements and corresponding dendrogram. On the other hand,

trees are notoriously unstable. For example, should we exclude one unique

value from the dataset that was previously used for one of the split, this

and all subsequent splits can be altered drastically, even wholly changing

the variables used for splitting.

To overcome this shortcoming, we can deploy a meta-learning algorithm

called bagging (bootstrap aggregation) to stabilize the predictions. The

pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 2.

The implementation of such algorithm based on the CART is the random

forest. Using the aggregation (averaging), it smoothens the decision bound-

aries and decreases the variance.[7] Since the exclusion of random observa-

tion is already part of the training process, it helps to handle the model’s

instability discussed above. On the other hand, since the number of trained

trees is usually higher (500), the algorithm is partially trading off the inter-

pretability for this stability. Fortunately, thanks to recent research and new

methods, the interpretability of the random forests is still very high.[39]

7Variable importance is calculated as the sum of the increase in node purity across all splits where

this variable was used.
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Algorithm 2: bagging procedure

n = number of submodels

for i = 1 to n do

choose a subset of observations (using resampling)

choose a subset of variables

train a deep model on the subset

predict based on the results of the individual trees

if classification then
use majority vote

else
use average of predictions

4.5 Summary

In this section, we provide a discussion of several methods that our analysis

could be based on. In the first parts, we have provided a very brief overview

of the OLS estimation of the linear regression and subsequent regularization

approaches. The main advantage of linear models is the simplicity of training

and interpretation, but they are ill prepared to handle our high dimensional

dataset. While regularisation techniques were invented to handle these kinds

of setups, they are struggling with estimation of a complex relationship,

being limited to the linear combination of the variables.

Secondly, we have reviewed the neural networks. While these kind of

models are generally outperforming any other approach, especially in very

complex problems, just the complexity of building such network could be

completely overwhelming. In a corporate setup, this is usually a task of

a team of developers with dedicated (and expensive) hardware. Another

reason against using neural networks is the challenge of results interpreta-

tion.

In the end, we have examined tree-based algorithms. These learners di-

vide the original dataset into subsets, minimizing the variance of outcome

variable in each group. Because of the interpretability and the efficiency of

variable selection of these models, we decide to choose them for our analysis.
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5 Analysis

This section aims to clarify further the steps taken in data cleaning and

model specification. All the described steps were done using R[29] language.

Closer specifications of the software version and all packages used can be

found in the appendix. Since we will use abbreviated variable names in the

following sections, there is a list of variables included in the Appendix.

5.1 Weather dataset

Originally, we have defined 107 locations (airports) to get the weather data

for. Since the common reporting period of all the largest meteorological data

providers are daily or monthly, we made 114 383 API calls (107∗3∗356). To

ensure we have all of the available data (some calls might have been rejected

due to connectivity issues, or because of exceeding the API key limits), we

have run additional calls on the IDs with missing values.

For reproducibility, we propose to follow our approach of downloading the

data, managing a substantial number of API keys (> 20) and rotate them

across parallel processes. We are using history requests fromWunderground

API. As a note, since the limits of one key are ten calls per minute and 500

calls per day (on the free plan), using 20 keys still results in about 12 days

of downloading, if managed efficiently.

Out of the 107 possible meteostations, 14 do not measure at least one

of the metrics and therefore were removed. Before the aggregation on the

weekly level, we have reviewed how many days of missing values are in each

unique combination of ICAO and week number, and if this number was larger

than 2, such week was labeled as incomplete. For each location (ICAO) a

number of these incomplete weeks was counted. Only one incomplete week

per airport was tolerated, removing additional 13 airports (all had at least

19 weeks missing). The final number of meteostations used in this analysis

is therefore 80.

Since the number of aggregated variables is over 100, we do the explorat-

ory data analysis on the original, daily figures. Because of the steps described
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in the previous paragraph, there are no missing values. A summary of the

daily mean values is provided in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of daily mean variables, abbreviations explained in Appendix

metric dewpt humidity pressure temp vis windspd

min -18.00 25.00 974.20 -14.00 0.10 0.00

Q1 0.00 63.00 1012.75 4.00 9.60 6.00

median 5.00 74.00 1017.50 9.00 11.30 9.00

mean 4.99 72.85 1017.45 9.45 12.33 9.89

Q3 10.00 84.00 1022.67 16.00 15.60 13.00

max 20.00 100.00 1042.15 30.00 30.00 45.00

Notably, the wind speed has a very high deviations (the maximum is 5×

IQR8 from the median), while the rest of the variables seem to be quite

balanced (mean close to median, minima and maxima not far from me-

dian). The places with the lowest temperature recorded are Karlovy Vary,

Chomutov, Kř́ızenec, Mariánske Lázně and Toužim. Curiously, the warmest

(highest temperature recorded) locations are those with the largest number

of rainy days (any volume of precipitation is taken as rain), Broumov and

Jeseńık-Mikulovice.

A violin plot is provided in Figure 2, further describing the distributions,

and highlighting the quartiles. The variables were scaled (mean subtracted

and divided by the standard deviation) to make the deviances comparable.

We observe that all of the distributions differ from the Bell shape of the

normal, being significantly asymmetric (pressure, wind speed) or lacking

any substantial peak (temperature, humidity).

Without the aggregation, the mean weather variables do not show any

substantial correlation except for pairs temperature & dew point and hu-

midity & visibility. On the other hand, the correlation between the different

metrics of the same variable (mean and maximum temperature) is very high

8Interquartile range, the difference between the first and the third quartile.
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Figure 2: Violin plot of numerical variables, the lines inside the violins show the first,

second and third quartile.

(0.85 on average). After the aggregation, we observe even more severe mul-

ticollinearity in our weather dataset (with the mean of 0.939).

For the merge of weather and sales dataset, we are joining 1312 stores

each to the closest meteostation. The map of all these points is provided

in Figure 3. The median distance between the POS and the weather source

is 8.6 km and the third quartile is 16.4 km. There are only 204 stores that

are further than 20 km from the closest meteostation, with the maximum

distance being 50.5 km.

5.2 FMCG sales data

Our initial expectations of merging the whole sales dataset with the weather

data had proved to be unrealistic on the hardware we have access to (16

GB RAM). Since the estimated size of such file is 25 GB10, just to load the

9Mean of absolute values of correlation coefficients.
10≈ 55 ∗ 106 × 134 cells
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Figure 3: Map of stores (red crosses) and weather stations (black points)

whole data would be impossible, not to mention any operations done on the

dataset of such size. Therefore we split the FMCG data into several files,

one for each category.

We focus on the top selling categories, as an improvement in planning

for those categories has the potential to bring the largest incremental profit

to the retailer. The top 10 selling groups are listed in Table 3. Only those

categories already account for 31.8% of all sales. For the purpose of this

work, we choose three out of the top four categories, omitting the fruits.

Just by analyzing these three groups, we already cover 13.5% of the whole

Czech FMCG market.

5.3 Training and Metrics

We use a very similar training process for both the CART and random forest

across all models. First of all, we randomly divide the category data into

test and train datasets, test containing 10% of the original data. The train
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Table 3: Top 10 categories

czech name english name share

PIVO BEER 5.94%

CIGARETY CIGARETTES 4.29%

OVOCE CERSTVE - VAZENE FRUIT - WEIGHTED 3.3%

MASNE VYROBKY CHLAZENE BALENE MEAT CHILLED PACKED 3.27%

ZELENINA CERSTVA BALENA VEGETABLE - PACKED 2.92%

ZELENINA CERSTVA VAZENA VEGETABLE - WEIGHTED 2.71%

VINO WINE 2.55%

MASLA A MARGARINY BUTTER 2.39%

MINERALNI VODY MINERAL WATERS 2.37%

JOGURTY YOGHURT 2.09%

part is used to fit the model and the performance is then measured on the

test (unseen) portion. This is a standard practice to control the overfitting11

of the model.

For the random forest, there is an alternative approach. Since this al-

gorithm includes data separation (growing the trees on a subset of data),

the part of the data not used to build a tree can be used for measurement of

performance of each submodel. Aggregating this performance across all the

trees yields the Out-Of-Bag (OOB) errors. As Breiman[7] argues, the OOB

errors are as adept at controlling the overfitting as the cross-validated, al-

lowing to use all of our data for the analysis. While certainly helpful, we will

refrain from using the OOB, as we aim for an indicator of model performance

that is stable for both the CART and random forest algorithms.12

11It is very simple to make most of the machine learning algorithms have perfect accuracy on the data

used to train them. Unfortunately, such model overfits, learning the relationships in the data too closely

without any generalization and therefore performs poorly on previously unseen data.
12As there is no subsetting in training process of the CART, the OOB errors cannot be measured.
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To assess the model performance and to compare various methodologies,

we will use several metrics. To understand, how the model performs, we

use Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), one of the most widely used

measures of accuracy.

MAPE =
100

n

n∑
i=1

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐Ai − Pi

Ai

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
n = number of observations

Ai = actual values

Pi = predicted values

The advantage of this method is the interpretability because, as the error

is reported in percentage. On the other hand, recent research suggests that

MAPE is biased when used for model comparison, systematically suggesting

the model with lower predictions.[12, 35]

To avoid comparison based on an unbalanced metric, to complement the

evaluation of single model efficiency as well as to compare several algorithms

we choose the R2 (amount of variance explained) in the unadjusted form as

the support metric. This measure is used to offer a baseline for any future

work in this area as well.

SSR =
∑n

i=1(Ai − Pi)
2

SST =
∑n

i=1(Ai − Āi)
2

R2 = 1− SSR
SST

n = number of observations

Ai = actual values

Āi = mean of the actual values

Pi = predicted values

Apart from the primary, we train two additional models for each cat-

egory. The first model is lasso regression trained on the full dataset, which

is provided to validate our choice of CART algorithm. This regression is

trained using 10-fold cross-validation on 100 randomly chosen values of regu-

larisation parameter. The second model is a tree grown only on non-weather

variables to verify the effect of weather on FMCG sales. This tree is built

in the same way as the primary CART, discussed below.
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5.4 CART

We are using recursive partitioning (rpart) algorithm to build the model.[33]

This algorithm was written to closely follow the methodology as described

by Breiman

The third type is called surrogate (already mentioned in the Methodology

section).[10] These are built to mimic the primary as closely as possible.

The ideal surrogate split would be the one, that divides the data into groups

identical to the primary partition. Should any variable used in primary split

have missing values, the surrogate is utilized to determine in which direction

should the data point go.

When these secondary splits are enabled, the model reports the influence

of the variables used in these splits, therefore obscuring the importance of the

variables used to make the predictions. To make the variable significance

more interpretable, to reduce the training time and because we have no

missing values, we disable both competing and surrogate splits.

To determine the optimal number of partitions, to ensure the accuracy

does not come at the price of overfitting, the rpart procedures use cross-

validation. The training set is divided into 10 equal groups, 9 of which are

used to train the model and the last to test the performance on the unseen

data. Each of the groups is used nine times to teach the model and once as

the test sample.

While the cross-validated errors aim to be the true indicator of overfitting,

Breiman suggests using the so-called 1SE rule to mitigate this risk further.[6]

According to the 1SE rule, instead of choosing a tree Tk0 with the lowest

cross-validated error RCV (Tk0), the analyst should find the model Tk with

larger errorRCV (Tk), as follows, thus reducing the complexity of the resulting

model,

RCV (Tk) ≤ RCV (Tk0) + SE .

To make sure our results are stable, we used 1SE rule when pruning13 our

trees.
13Reducing the complexity of a tree, cutting off some of the splits.
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As already discussed in the context of work Andriyashin[2], the regression

trees tend to grow deeper than the decision ones. Because of this and because

of the size of our data (especially the high number of variables), we expect

our trees to grow very deep, hindering the interpretability of such model.

To avoid this, we take a simple shortcut. Since the tree never changes the

existing splits when adding additional ones, to explain the rules used in

the partitions, we cut the tree prematurely (around 10 splits, based on the

decrease in cross-validated error) and try to explain at least some of the

rules.

5.5 random forest

The random forest procedure is used to build a large number of very deep

(overfitting) trees on the subsets of the data. While many parameters control

the training process, the most important in terms of model performance is

the number of variables used for each submodel. The rest, such as the

number of trees or proportion of observation resampled, are mostly used to

manage the convergence of the process. Breiman recommends choosing a

small number of features, arguing that with more variables in the forest,

the correlation of the trees14 increases, inflating the error, but does not

specify any method of estimation of the ideal number of factors.[7] To find

the optimal value, we run the algorithm several times setting the number

of variables to 3, 6, 9, ..., 39, 44. The last value is the number of variables

divided by 3, a quantity suggested by empirical results.[19]

Given the size of our data (notably the high dimensionality) and the need

to run the model 14 times, the training process is complicated. Training a

single random forest (with 500 trees) takes on average about 24 hours.15 To

overcome the time limitations, we run the random forests in parallel, utilizing

3 cores and bringing the computation time to 9 hours. Still, proper model

development for only one category takes 5 days of nonstop calculations.

Therefore we use this approach only on the most selling category (beer).

14Correlation between the residuals of each tree.
15Single core computation on Intel Xeon X5680, 3.3 GHz.
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6 Results

6.1 Cigarettes

The ex-ante expectations were that the effects of the weather on the cigar-

ettes would be limited, because of the addictivity. On the other hand, with

the recent change in legislative, prohibiting the smoking in the pubs and

restaurants, adverse weather conditions (e.g. low temperature, strong wind

or rain) could discourage at least some smokers from consumption. After

running the tree, we select 446 splits for the primary model, based on the

1SE rule. The plot of the 9 variables with the highest importance follows in

Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Cigarettes CART variable importance in %.

In order to find an interpretable subset of rules, we plot the cross-validated

error of the first 10 attempted16 splits to see if there are any elbows.17 One

of the breaks is on the attempt 3 and the dendrogram of tree pruned on this

16In the rpart routine, the target decrease in variance is firstly defined and the tree is grown until no

split can decrease the deviation by at least this value. After that, the variance threshold is reduced and

the process repeats.
17Elbows, being the points where the slope of curve significantly decreases, are natural choices to prune

our model on.
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Figure 5: Cigarettes overpruned tree

partition follows in Figure 5. Even though this model is oversimplified, it

already captures 20% of the variance (R2). These first two splits show that

the sales in the first 10 weeks are on average lower by 14%, the sales in the

rest of the year are determined by the minimum of the maximal temperature

in the week.18 If the maximum temperature raises above 10◦C in at least

one of the days, the cigarette sales are predicted to rise by 18%, compared

to the baseline (can be imagined as the intercept) of 98%.

Moving to the primary model, the overview of accuracy on the out-of-

sample data is reported in Table 4. Even though the MAPE accuracy looks

respectable, it is important to remember that this error metric is asym-

metric, giving less weight to underpredictions, and in this case seems to be

biased as suggested by the modest R2. This fact validates to a certain de-

gree our assumptions that the cigarette sales are not as profoundly affected

by the weather conditions. On the other hand, since the performance of

18Minimum of the daily maximum temperatures in the week
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the benchmark CART model is poor (R2 being close to half of the primary

model), we conclude that the demand planning of cigarettes can be sub-

stantially enhanced by using meteorological variables. The baseline lasso

model is comparable to the secondary tree, showing a lower R2 but a lower

percentage error as well.

Table 4: Cigarettes models performance

metric CART lasso CART base

MAPE 0.1403 0.1699 0.1861

Rˆ2 0.3738 0.1943 0.2303

6.2 Frozen meat

For the frozen meat, the assumptions are even more unclear than for the

cigarettes. Theoretically, we could come up with a line of argument based

on the outdoor barbeques, but it would be highly speculative. Therefore this

product group is a perfect candidate to analyze, delivering new insights.

The primary model consists of 835 splits. The accuracy of this model,

summarised in Table 5, is remarkable, explaining over 70% of the variance

and predicting with the average error of 13%. However, what is even more

outstanding, is the outperformance of the primary model against the bench-

marks, as both of the baseline approaches are performing noticeably poorly

in both metrics.19

Table 5: Frozen meat models performance

metric CART lasso CART base

MAPE 0.1297 0.42210 0.3499

Rˆ2 0.7065 0.03762 0.2103

The most influential variables are, in order of importance, retailer, week

and several pressure based factors. Notably, in this case, the effects pro-

19The secondary CART (trained on data without weather variables) is performing significantly better

than the lasso trained on the full data.
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foundly vary for different retail chains. Unfortunately, no discussion can be

done on this variable because of the anonymization. For the weather vari-

ables, the most influential splits are in the mean of the minimum pressure.20

If this pressure variable decreases below 1009 hPa sales plummet to bellow

50% of long-term average, if it raises above 1013 hPa the sales grow above

110%. This relationship might support our original proposition, that the

sales of the meat are driven by outdoor barbeque activities.

6.3 Beer

And ultimately, for the beer category, the general assumptions are apparent,

with higher temperatures the sales are expected to rise. We aim to validate

this assumption and provide the essential splitting points (e.g. temperature

that makes people feel like it is getting warm enough to increase the beer

consumption) and try to find other relevant factors.

The primary model consists of 2032 splits. The accuracy of this model is

solid, explaining almost 60% of the variance and predicting with the average

error of 12%.

The variables with the highest importance are, in order of influence, week,

retailer and several temperature based factors. Regarding the weather vari-

ables, two of the metrics were found decisive, first quartile (Q1) of the mean

temperature and third quartile (Q3) of maximum temperature. If the mean

daily temperature rises above 14◦C for at least two days, the beer sales grow

by 16%. If the maximum temperature lasts above 29◦C for at least 5 days,

the sales move up by additional 13%.

For the beer category, we train random forest model as well. To find

the appropriate number of variables that are randomly chosen for each tree

(mtry), we run a grid search for values between 3 and 44. The R2 for each

of the forest is provided in Figure 6. While the accuracy keeps growing with

larger mtry, the gain is offset by additional model complexity. Ultimately we

20Mean of the minimum daily pressure in the week.
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choose mtry 24 since it is the last improvement close to 1% and the difference

between R2 of this model and model build with mtry 44 is less than 2.5%.

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 44

mtry

Figure 6: Random forest performance for different mtry values

The random forest algorithm reports two types of variable importance.

The first one is sometimes called the resubstitution error. First, we take

the OOB portion of the data for each tree and calculate the mean squared

error (MSE). Then for each variable, we reorder the values randomly and

measure the increase in MSE on this data. The MSE based importance is

then calculated as the mean difference between these two metrics divided by

the standard deviation of the differences. The second measure of variable

influence is very similar to the one used by the CART procedure, defined

as the mean decrease in node impurity in the splits where the variable was

used.

Perhaps surprisingly, the wind direction variables are considered very

important by the MSE metric, as shown in Figure 7. This curiosity can

be explained by the correlation. As demonstrated by Gregorutti[13], if the

input variables have a high correlation, reordering one does not change the
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MSE significantly, because the other one can be used as a close substitute.

Therefore this metric overrates the less correlated variables. Because of this

shortcoming, we focus on the impurity metric. Similarly to CART model,

the first quartile of the mean temperature is the most influential weather

variable.

Figure 7: Random forest variable importance

Regarding interpretation, we rely on the approach suggested by Welling

2016 implemented in the forestFloor R package. This methodology visualizes

each variable contribution to the final prediction, combining the predictions

made by the submodels, provided in Figure 8. Apart from the difference

in the sales among the format, retailers and the time variables (first several

weeks after Christmas being lower in sales), the first quartile of mean tem-

perature stays the most important weather variable, showing the step growth

around 15◦C. The rest of the metrics based on mean variable seem to copy

this relationship and the maximum temperature is displaying a minor sales

increase when above 30◦C.

Ultimately, the overview of the out-of-sample performance of the CART,

the random forest and the benchmark models is provided in the Table 6.

Even though the single tree outperforms the meta-learning in all metrics, the

differences are limited.21 Given the averaging that takes place in building the

forest, this discrepancy is possibly once again caused by the sudden surges

21The forest models with larger mtry exceed the accuracy of the CART.
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Figure 8: Random forest variable effects

in sales which all models fail to explain. Further, we expect the meta-

algorithm to retain significantly higher stability, granting higher reliability

of the predictions. The accuracy of the baseline models is significantly lower,

especially in the case of lasso.

Table 6: Beer CART performance

metric CART RF lasso CART base

MAPE 0.0880 0.1183 0.1750 0.1654

Rˆ2 0.5876 0.5862 0.2233 0.2707
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7 Final discussion

This thesis aims to investigate the effect of various weather variables on the

sales of FMCG products. We do this using tree-based learning, a non-

parametric approach that can adaptably estimate complex relationships.

This methodology is entirely novel in this field of research. The fitting is

accomplished by recursive partitioning of the dataset. Since the algorithm

automatically chooses the variables for splitting, it manages to process a high

dimensional data, incorporating an automatic variable selection. To observe

the CART performance and to assess the sales reaction on the change in

weather conditions, we apply this methodology on the sales of several top-

selling categories.

Our central aspiration is to define the influence of diverse weather factors

on the sales of these product groups, therefore to either show that the re-

lationship is meager or to provide robust models, with reliable performance

and interpretable results. The metrics to measure the accuracy are MAPE,

used to determine the error rate in familiar range, and R2. We have trained

the regression trees for 3 out of 4 top-selling categories. The optimal number

of splits was determined by the cross-validation, using the 1SE rule to control

overfitting. To extend the methodology, we have proposed and demonstrated

the process of fitting a random forest on the most significant category (in

term of sales). The optimal value of the variable selected for each tree was

determined by comparison of model performance on test subset of data,

evaluated by R2.

The interpretation, being an essential part of the robust model, was

provided in several ways. Firstly, variable importance, as determined by the

decrease in variance within the partitions, is reported, providing the rank-

ing of the features. Secondly, the actual effect of these influential factors is

examined. In the case of CART algorithm, this is done using overpruning,

utilizing the fact that once partitioned the tree grows only deeper, never

changing the previous splits. For the random forest, the variable contribu-

tion is investigated, using the forestFloor package.
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Our results show that the weather variables are a very significant predictor

of the weather sales. While this is anticipated in the case of beer category, we

were able to determine this relationship with decent accuracy on unexpected

products, such as cigarettes. Further, we were able to identify the decisive

points where the demand rapidly changes. Ultimately, our methodology

significantly outperforms both benchmark models, a tree grown on non-

weather data and a lasso regression trained on the whole dataset, opening

the possibilities of substantial enhancement of the planning process of the

FMCG retailers.
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Appendix

Software

For the purpose of this thesis, we have used R[29] with the following packages:

� data.table [8] for data manipulation and transformation

� magrittr [3] to pipe the operations

� ggplot2 [41] for all of the plots

� ggmap [18] to visualize the map of the stores

� geosphere [15] for geographical distance calculations

� ISOweek [5] and timeDate [43] for period variable engineering

� rpart [33] to train the CART models

� rattle [42] to visualize the rpart trees

� glmnet [11] to train the lasso regression

� randomForest [19] to train the meta-learning algorithm

� forestFloor [40] for randomForest interpretation
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Variable naming and abbreviations

abbreviation name

dewpt dew point

temp temperature

vis visibility

windspd wind speed

wdird wind direction

ret retailer brand

Since we have daily measures of weather variables (max temperature, min

temperature) and our weekly aggregation methodology is to apply several

statistics (mean, median), the resulting variable names can get slightly con-

fusing, e.g. ”maxtempm.min”. In this case, the first part (max) refers to

the original measure, middle part (temp) determines the variable22,and the

last part (min) the aggregation metric. Therefore the ”maxtempm.min” is

the weekly minimum of the daily maximum temperatures. Similarly, ”mean-

pressurem.max” is the weekly maximum of the daily mean pressure values.

22Temperature in this case, the m at the end stands for metric system
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Trees
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Figure 9: Chilled meat overpruned tree
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Figure 10: Beer overpruned tree
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